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SCOREBOARD

India 1st innings 443-7 dec (Pujara 106,
Kohli 82, Agarwal 76, Sharma 63 no;
Cummins 3-72) 

Australia first innings 151 (Bumrah 6-33)
India 2nd innings 106-8 dec (Agarwal

42; P Cummins 6-27)

Australia 2nd innings (overnight 258-8)
M. Harris c Agarwal b Jadeja 13
A. Finch c Kohli b Bumrah 3
U. Khawaja lbw b Shami 33
S. Marsh lbw b Bumrah 44
T. Head b Sharma 34
M. Marsh c Kohli b Jadeja 10
T. Paine c Pant b Jadeja 26
P. Cummins c Pujara b Bumrah 63

M. Starc b Shami 18
N. Lyon c Pant b Sharma 7
J. Hazlewood not out 0
Extras (lb6, b2, w2) 10
Total: (all out, 89.3 overs) 261
Fall of wickets: 1-6 (Finch), 2-33 (Harris),
3-63 (Khawaja), 4-114 (S. Marsh), 5-135
(M. Marsh), 6-157 (Head), 7-176 (Paine),
8-215 (Starc), 9-261 (Cummins), 10-261
(Lyon)
Bowling: Bumrah 19-3-53-3, Sharma
14.3-1-40-2, Jadeja 32-6-82-3, Shami 21-
2-71-2, Vihari 3-1-7-0.

Result: India won by 137 runs
Series: India lead 2-1

Final scorecard on day five of the third Test between Australia and India at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground yesterday after India won by 137 runs.

MELBOURNE: India captured Australia’s last two wickets
after a rain-delayed start today five of the third Test yes-
terday to complete an emphatic 137-run win and take a 2-
1 series lead into the Sydney finale.

India, denied victory on day four by the tail-end
resistance of Pat Cummins, were forced to wait nearly
two-and-a-half hours for play to begin due to rain at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground but when the weather
cleared their bowlers wrapped up Australia’s innings for
261 in 22 minutes.

In his second over, seamer Jasprit Bumrah had Cummins
edge to Cheteshwar Pujara, who took a sharp, low catch in
the slips to remove the bowler for a personal high score of
63. Paceman Ishant Sharma then sealed the result when he
had Nathan Lyon edge behind to wicketkeeper Rishabh
Pant for seven when attempting to slog the ball.

The wicket triggered bear hugs and backslaps among
the Indian players as travelling fans in the sparse crowd
roared with joy.

Having dominated with bat and ball throughout the
one-sided Boxing Day clash, Virat Kohli’s men will head to
the Sydney Cricket Ground with a genuine belief they can
become the first Indian team to win a series Down Under.

The win also saw them retain the Border-Gavaskar
Trophy contested between the nations after claiming last
year’s series 2-1 at home.

“We’re not going to stop here, this has only given us
more confidence to go out in Sydney and play even
more positive cricket,” Kohli said at the trophy presen-
tation. “The job is not done yet ... We want to win the
last test as well.

“It’s all about taking pride in the roles we were given
and executing them.” Resuming on 258 for eight, 141 runs
short of victory, Australia’s best hope was for rain to wash

out the final day but the morning showers merely delayed
the inevitable.

They had been set a daunting victory target of 399
shortly before lunch on day four, and crumbled after
India’s pacemen attacked the stumps with cold-blooded
assurance. The pride of Cummins and Lyon allowed
Australia to limp into day five but the match had slipped
away from the hosts on the morning of day three, the ram-
paging Bumrah taking 6-33 to rout Paine’s side for 151 and
carve out a first-innings lead of 292.

Bumrah claimed 3-53 in the second innings for a
match haul of 9-86, and was deservedly named man of
the match. The recalled Ravindra Jadeja enjoyed a suc-
cessful return, claiming five wickets for the match with
his wily left-arm spin.

Barring Cummins’ heroics-the fast bowler claiming
nine wickets for the match and career-best figures of 6-
27 in India’s second innings-there were few positives for
Tim Paine’s Australia.

The hosts will head into the final match pondering a
litany of problems and whether their victory in the sec-
ond test in Perth was a false dawn rather than a turning
point for a depleted team playing without their two top
batsmen in former skipper Steve Smith and his vice cap-
tain David Warner.

The pair have three months left on their bans for their
part in the Cape Town ball-tampering scandal but
Australia will be eager to reinstate them as soon as possi-
ble. “It’s a bit disappointing, no doubt,” Paine said.

“We felt we made some strides in Perth but with an
inexperienced batting lineup at times you’re going to have
performances like we did in the first innings. “So we’ve got
to learn from that, and get better really quickly before we
go to Sydney.” — Reuters

Buoyant India thrash Australia 
by 137 runs in Melbourne Test

Virat Kohli’s side retains Border-Gavaskar Trophy

MELBOURNE: India’s Ishant Sharma (R) celebrates with captain Virat Kohli (L) after taking the final Australian wicket on
the final day of the third cricket Test match between Australia and India in Melbourne yesterday. — AFP

How cool is that? 
Williamson reflects 
on NZ’s record win
CHRISTCHURCH: New Zealand celebrate a his-
toric victory yesterday when they needed just 14
balls on day five to demolish Sri Lanka by a colos-
sal 423 runs in the second Test in Christchurch.
“That’s quite a cool thing to achieve,” skipper
Kane Williamson said, reflecting on New Zealand
winning a fourth consecutive series for the first
time in their 88-year Test history. 

“That’s wasn’t the focus, and if we do reflect
on that a little bit, the positives of the different
conditions we’ve experienced, the different
opposition all come into the fact we’ve been
able to get across the line and that makes it
quite special.” 

The victory over Sri Lanka, by the biggest
ever margin for New Zealand and eighth largest
of all time in terms of runs, followed back-to-
back series wins against the West Indies, England
and Pakistan this year.  Sri Lanka, having been set
an improbable 660-run target, resumed the final
day at 231 for six and lost their first wicket with
the third ball of the morning when Trent Boult
bowled Suranga Lakmal for 18. 

Neil Wagner removed Dilruwan Perera for 22
before Boult ended the innings with the wicket of
Dushmantha Chameera in the third over of the
morning. Angelo Mathews, who retired hurt when
on 22 on Saturday, did not resume his innings. 

After a placid pitch and rain saved Sri Lanka
in the first Test in Wellington, the weather and
wicket in Christchurch were ideal for the
decider.  Sri Lanka won the toss and had New
Zealand six for 64 before a whirlwind 68 from

man-of-the-match Tim Southee lifted New
Zealand to 178.  Sri Lanka were cruising
towards that target until a purple patch from
Trent Boult whose six wickets for four runs
wiped out the lower order and the tourists were
all out for 104. 

KEY MOMENT 
Tom Latham’s 176 and an unbeaten 162 by

Henry Nicholls saw New Zealand declare at 585
for four in their second innings, leaving Sri
Lanka more than two days to survive. When
Kusal Mendis and Dinesh Chandimal were at the
crease they had a faint hope, but a stunning
catch by Matt Henry broke the stubborn part-
nership.  “That was the key moment,”
Williamson said of Henry’s diving catch at extra
cover to remove Mendis for 67 off the bowling
of Neil Wagner to end a 53-over stand.  The

remaining seven batsmen only lasted 50 overs in
total and contributed 110 runs. 

“He came on and perhaps being a sub fielder
you’re not quite feeling the rhythm of the game
and it can be disruptive,” Williamson said.
“Perhaps he was in the right position or the
wrong position, we don’t know, but it went to
him and he was fresh as and it was kinda cool.”

Wagner, who had struggled for wickets ear-
lier in the series, found the Christchurch condi-
tions to his liking and took four for 48. Boult
finished with three for 77. 

Sri Lanka captain Chandimal blamed his
side’s “disappointing” efforts from his batsmen
in the first innings of both Tests. “We just have
to improve,” he said as Sri Lanka prepare for
three one-dayers and a Twenty20 against New
Zealand before moving to series in Australia
and then South Africa. — AFP

CHRISTCHURCH: New Zealand celebrate winning the Test match series against Sri Lanka during day five of the second cricket Test match between New
Zealand and Sri Lanka at Hagley Park Oval in Christchurch yesterday. — AFP

MELBOURNE: Captain Tim Paine
admitted yesterday Australia badly
needed the banned Steve Smith and
David Warner back in the side after
more woeful batting in the third Test
against India. Other than tailender Pat
Cummins, no Australian passed 50 in the
137-run defeat in Melbourne, exposing
their lack of depth, poor discipline and
questionable technique.

Paine acknowledged that not having
world-class batsmen was hindering
their chances of competing with teams
like India, ranked number one in the
world. “I think it’s inexperience, it’s
pressure, India’s bowling attack is
probably as good as most of us have
ever played,” he said.

“I think it’s pretty clear that if you
take two or three of the best players out
of anyone’s line-up around the world,
you’re going to struggle a little bit at
times and you are going to have incon-
sistent performances.

“The silver lining is that we do have
world-class players that are available
soon to come back into this side, and
clearly when they do they will make a
huge difference.” Smith and Warner’s
year-long suspensions for ball-tamper-
ing run out in late March.

Australia were skittled for 151 in their
first innings reply to India’s 443 for sev-
en declared. That total was built on the
back of Cheteshwar Pujara’s patient 106
and Virat Kohli’s restrained 82.
Australian batting coach Graeme Hick

said his team needed to look and learn
from Pujara and Kohli.

“We spoke about how Kohli went
about it (his 82). We knew Pujara, and
even Kohli, one of the most explosive
batters, got to 20 off 25, 26 balls, then
the rest of his innings took whatever it
was,” he said.

“For the best player in the world to
change his innings and play like that, if
you can’t be on the same field as him and
watch him and learn from what he is
doing, then you are in the wrong space.
“There are certainly things our players
can take out of that. It takes a lot of dis-
cipline, a lot of patience and, on top of
that, you have got to bat with intent.”

Aaron Finch again struggled at the
top of the order, with his role as a Test
opener under intense scrutiny with
growing speculation that he will be axed
for the next Test in Sydney this week.

Mitch Marsh also failed again with
the bat, and fellow all-rounder Marnus
Labuschagne has been added to the
squad. Paine wouldn’t be drawn on what
changes might be made. “I think they’ll
be a lot of things on the table in the next
day or two and of course I have some
thoughts on what I think but I will share
them with JL (coach Justin Langer)
before I share them here,” he said.

“But I think we have the best group
of players available to us at the moment
and we’ll pick the best combination of
that group that we think will win this
last Test.”  — AFP

Bancroft flops 
on return from 
ball-tampering ban
PERTH: Australian batsman Cameron
Bancroft’s return from a ball-tampering ban
proved to be short lived after he was dis-
missed for two runs for the Perth Scorchers in

the domestic ‘Big Bash’ Twenty20 competition
at Launceston yesterday.

Bancroft was banned from international,
state and Big Bash cricket for nine months for
his part in the Cape Town scandal in March,
which also led to 12-month bans for former
Australia captain Steve Smith and vice-cap-
tain David Warner.

The 26-year-old found himself called into
action earlier than expected, with the
Scorchers struggling on 16 for three in the
fourth over against the Hobart Hurricanes.

Australian media reported that parts of the

Tasmanian crowd erupted in a chorus of boos
when Bancroft was announced as the incom-
ing batsman.

Facing fast  bowler  Ri ley  Meredi th ,
Bancroft clipped the first ball off his pads
for two runs. He blocked the second deliv-
ery, before edging the third to wicket-
keeper Matthew Wade as the Scorchers
fell to 19-4.

Bancroft will have a chance to earn an
Australian test recall when he resumes as a
top-order batsman for Western Australia in
the Sheffield Shield in February. — Reuters

SCOREBOARD

New Zealand first innings 178 (Southee 68,
Watling 46; Lakmal 5-54)

Sri Lanka first innings 104 (Mathews 33 not
out; Boult 6-30, Southee 3-35)

New Zealand second innings 585-4 dec.
(Latham 176, Nichol ls  162 not  out , de
Grandhomme 71 not out, Raval 74; Kumara
2-134)

Sri Lanka second innings (overnight 231-6)
D. Gunathilaka c Watling b Southee 4
D. Karunaratne c Watling b Boult 0
D. Chandimal c Nicholls b Wagner 56
K. Mendis c sub (Henry) b Wagner 67
A. Mathews retired hurt 22
R. Silva c Watling b Wagner 18
N. Dickwella b Southee 19

D. Perera c Williamson b Wagner 22
S. Lakmal b Boult 18
D. Chameera lbw Boult 3
L. Kumara not out 0
Extras: (b 4, lb 2, wd 1) 7
Total: (for 9 wickets; 106.2 overs) 236 
Fall of wickets: 1-1 (Karunaratne), 2-9
(Gunathilaka), 3-126 (Mendis), 4-158
(Chandimal), 5-181 (Dickwella), 6-208 (Silva),
7-233 (Lakmal), 8-233 (Perera), 9-236
(Chameera)
Bowling: Boult 28.2-11-77-3, Southee 27-13-
61-2, de Grandhomme 10-1-23-0 (1w),
Wagner 29-10-48-4, Patel 12-9-21-0.

Result: New Zealand won by 423 runs
Series: New Zealand 1-0

Paine admits Smith, Warner
needed after more batting woes

MELBOURNE: India’s captain Virat Kohli (L) shakes hands with Australian cap-
tain Tim Paine (R) on the final day of the third cricket Test match between
Australia and India in Melbourne yesterday. — AFP


